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Abstract: All of us are very curious about future, very excited to
know what will happen in the next moment. Similarly, retailers
are also curious about the future of their business, its progress
and their future sales. Walmart is the world’s biggest retailer and
also has a vast grocery chain over the world. It was initially
established in America 1962. In 2019, it has more than 11,000
stores in 28 countries but the sales differ from place to place.
Many sales strategies, discount rates will be introduced for the
improvement of sales. Retailers always try to attract the common
people to visit their store. They always focus on improving the
future sales. Using some Machine learning forecasting models,
we can estimate the future sales based on the past data. Our aim is
to apply time series forecasting models to retail sales data, which
contains weekly sales of 45 Walmart stores across United States
from 2010 to 2012. There are other factors which effects the
analysis of weekly sales - markdown, consumer per index, Is
Holiday (boolean value returns whether it is holiday or not), size
of the store, unemployment, store type, fuel price and temperature.
The forecasting models applied for the data are Autoregressive
Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model and Feed Forward
Neural Networks (FFNN). The dataset will be divided into
training and testing datasets. The predicted values will be checked
with the test data and accuracy will be calculated. Based on the
accuracy we conclude which of the two models will better for the
sales prediction.
Keywords : ARIMA, FFNN, ML, AI.

I. INTRODUCTION

This Many research studies proposed various predictions
on the stock market and proposed various solutions. The
noticeable methods fall into two general classifications, in
particular, measurable and delicate processing procedures.
Measurable procedures incorporate, among others,
exponential smoothing, and Auto Regressive Integrated
Moving Average (ARIMA), and summed up autoregressive
conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) volatility [1]. The
proposed model is also called a Box-Jenkins model or system,
is usually utilized in analysis and weather forecasts. It is
generally viewed as the most proficient anticipating
procedure in sociology and is utilized widely for time
arrangement. The utilization of ARIMA for anticipating time

arrangement is basic with vulnerability as it doesn't expect
information on any basic model or connections as in some
different techniques. ARIMA basically depends on past
estimations of the arrangement just as past blunder terms for
determining [2, 3].
Its wide utilization is because of the few distinctive
highlights of ANNs that make them alluring to the two
specialists and modern professionals. As expressed in [4],
ANNs
are information-driven, self-versatile techniques with not
many earlier suspicions. They are likewise great indicators
with the capacity to summed up objective facts from the
outcomes gained from unique information, along these lines
allowing right surmising of the inert piece of the populace.
Besides, ANNs are general approximate as a system can
effectively inexact a ceaseless capacity to the ideal degree of
exactness. At long last, ANNs have been seen as
exceptionally proficient in taking care of nonlinear issues
incorporating those in the genuine world [4]. This is rather
than numerous conventional methods for time arrangement
expectations, for example, ARIMA, which accepts that the
arrangement is produced from direct procedures and
accordingly may be wrong for most certifiable issues that are
nonlinear [5, 6]. There is a developing a need to settle
profoundly nonlinear, time-variation issues the same number
of uses [7].
In this paper, the proposed system is to predict weekly sales
of the Walmart based on historical data provided. Analyse the
multi variant data and plot the graphs of the variables with the
target variable. Normalize the data using min max
normalization. Apply STL Decomposition to the data and
observe the behaviour of the curve over the period of time.
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Fig. 1.Procedure of Machine
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY
In this chapter two models are discussed such as ARIMA is
the first model and ANN is the second model.
The improvement is calculated by the two models among
that second model, and genetic algorithms (GAs) in
displaying time arrangement info captivated with
demonstrating exactness, comfort, and procedure time [9].
The examination uncovered that direct advancement
methods gave the most effective gauges with GAs giving
comparable outcomes if the bounds of the parameters and also
the goals were deliberately chosen, whereas NNs gave the
foremost passing awful gauges.
The work described in [10] in addition analyzed the
anticipating execution of the above discussed models in
estimating the Korean Stock indicant. The first model usually
gave a lot of precise conjectures than the back-engendering
neural system model utilized. This can be more and more
articulated for the midrange forecasting skylines.
These models accomplished nice forecast execution in
some certifiable applications notably time arrangement
expectation. Trial results got by the creators any uncovered
that first model for the foremost half performs higher within
the expectation of direct time arrangement, whereas second
perform higher within the forecast of nonlinear time
arrangement. During a comparative report for financial
determinant disclosed in, second model was seemed to
perform superior to first model in forecasting, whereas first
model performed superior to second in directional estimating.
The stock determinant execution of ANN and ARIMA
models and incontestible that the ANN model noninheritable
most popular returns over the regular ARIMA models equally
[14], The expectation execution of ANNs and ARIMA on
time arrangement forecast to point out that the ANNs beat
ARIMA in foreseeing stock development heading because the
last had the choice to acknowledge hid examples within the
info utilized [15].
The forecasting execution of first and second models in
estimating day by day most extreme gas focus. Experimental
results got likewise indicated that the second model is
healthier than the first model [16]. The comparative
correlation captivated with the state stock trade and showed
signs of improvement accuracy with ANN than the ARIMA
model [17]. a lot of writing has indicated the pervasive
utilization of ANNs as robust equipment for the stock worth
forecast. This makes ANN a promising strategy or potential
0.5 and 0.5 for the expectation of development in time
arrangement.

strategy on items CPI (Consumer per index): measures
changes in price level of goods Unemployment: The
Unemployment rate Store Type: the type of the store (A, B or
C) Size: Size of the store is based on the number of items in
the store.
IV. ARIMA
It is a popular and widely used statistical method for time
series forecasting. ARIMA models are time series regression
models. In regression we have a dependent variable Y and
independent variable X and we linearly regress Y on X. The
errors are white noise.

Auto Regression (AR): An auto regressive model predicts
future behaviour based on past behaviour. It is used for time
series when there is correlation between values in a time
series. With time series we can regress today on yesterday.
What happens today is the dependent variable and yesterday
is the independent variable.

Moving Average (MA): Typically, time series data is
correlated and assuming the errors are not correlated may lead
to bad forecasts. One way to overcome this problem is to use
moving average model. In the below formula, the error of time
t is correlated with the error of time t-1.

ARMA (Auto Regressive Moving Average) : Putting the
Auto Regression and the Moving Average together leads to
ARMA model. This is also called Auto regression and auto
correlated errors

V. FEED FORWARD NEURAL NETWORKS (FFNN):
Neural network is a computational system that predicts the
existing data. Construction of neural network Input layers:
Takes inputs from existing data Hidden layers: uses back
propagation to optimize the weights of the input variables in
to improve the prediction of the model Output layers: Output
of predictions depends on the data from the input layers and
hidden layers

III. DATASET DESCRIPTION.
The dataset contain historical weekly sales data of 45
Walmart stores across United States from 2010 to 2012. It has
a total of 423,326 records. Each store has 98 to 99
departments. Each sample has following values: Store: The
store number Department: The department number Date:
Weekly date Weekly Sales: Sales of a given department of a
particular store. IsHoliday: Whether the week has a special
holiday Temperature: Average Temperature in that region
Fuel Price: cost of fuel in the region Markdown (1-5): Pricing
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Fig. 2.Examples of Neural Networks
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Training and Test Data
Training Data: 2010 to 2012
Testing Data: 2013
VI. NORMALIZATION
Min Max Normalization is used to normalize or
standardize the data. As our data is bivariant and the
values are in thousands, the algorithm may not process
the data legitimately. So we need to normalize the data so
that all the values will be between 0 and 1.

Fig. 4.Average weekly sales
IX. PREDICTION FOR ARIMA MODEL
VII. TRAINING NEURAL NETWORK MODEL
The limit is set as 0.01, so that on the off chance that the
adjustment in mistake while a cycle is under 1%, at that point
no further advancement will be finished. The straight yield
variable is set as "bogus", given the effect of the autonomous
factors on the needy variable (profit) is thought to be
non-direct. Expanding the number of shrouded hubs has more
odds of expanding precision. We can create the mistake of the
neural system model, incorporating the loads between the
information sources, shrouded layers, and results.
Testing the Accuracy:
The neural network has been created with the training
dataset. We need to contrast preparing information with the
test information to get the exactness of the neural system
conjecture. "Subset" work wipes out the needy factors from
the test information "Register" work then forecast variable
then the outcomes contrasts the anticipated information and
the real information Confusion Matrix is utilized for accuracy.
Fig. 5. Prediction for ARIMA model

VIII. EVOLUTION RESULTS
Average Sales for all the stores

X. RESULTS FOR ARIMA MODEL

Fig. 3.Average sale of all stores
Average Weekly Sales vs Is Holiday: Weekly sales are more
when there is a special holiday in that week.
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XII. CONCLUSION
Feed Forward Neural Networks was conformed to be very
effective model for the sales data. This shows that FFNN can
effectively model time series data without any pre-processing
such as detrending or deseasonalizing. We can also infer that
using 9 hidden units has given the best accuracy. ARIMA has
also shown a decent accuracy but it can be improved. ARIMA
couldn’t forecast for moving holidays such as Easter, Good
Friday. Future work will be for improving accuracy for the
bivarient data. Improving the dependencies on the target class
so that other variables also affects the weekly sales. STL +
ARIMA model should be developed for moving holidays.
Applying the models for other stores and departments and
improve the accuracy.
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